
ARKQ is an actively managed ETF that focuses on innovation elements that include robotics,
autonomous vehicles, energy storage, 3d printing, and space explorations.

ARKQ focuses on and is expected to substantially benefit from the development of new products and
services backed by technology and scientific researches.

Top 10 holding accounts for 56% of overall allocation leaning towards sensitivity with industrials and
technology sector accounting for 65% of the overall portfolio. Fund has 41 holdings with 80% domestic
investments and remaining in international markets.
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Thematic multi-cap exposure to innovation backed new-age technologies like 3D printing, space
exploration, autonomous drive, and energy storage.
A low co-related diversified investment compared with traditional investment style or traditional
indices.
Disruptive products with capabilities to create new markets compared to traditional products
available for now. 

3 Reasons to consider ARKQ 

1.

2.

3.

Key Matrix

Expense Ratio

0.75%

41

No: of Holdings

AUM(S)

2.7 Billion

71%

Turn Over

Top 10 Holdings

Tesla Inc

Trimble Inc

Unity software Inc

11.85%

5.78%

7.41%

Kratos Defense & Sec Solu 6.01%

UI Path Inc

Iridium Com Inc

Lockheed Martin Co

Alphabet Inc

5.29%

3.65%

5.15%

4.03%

Recently the fund has added Lockheed Martin
Corp, TuSimple Holdings, and 3D Systems
Corp who are engaged in military defense
contracts for high-end aircraft, missile &
defense solutions, autonomous tech
companies in the global truck & freight
segment, and 3D printing and & digital
manufacturing solutions respectively.

Why invest now?

(Tactical & Technical

Prospect)

Technically, the fund has corrected around
20% in recent time and is trading near 200-day
moving average which is considered one of
the best entry points for long term investors
and tactically, these are the new age solutions
on which a lot of our future development
depends. Companies are at a high expense
ratio at present and as they start picking up
the market shares, the cost will fall drastically.
It completely makes sense to enter these
companies at an early stage.
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JD.com Inc

Total

TuSimple Hold

56.01%

3.60%

3.24%
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North America
83.1%

Asia Emerging
11.1%

Africa/Middle East
2.2%

Japan
2.5%

Sectoral Allocation

Company

LockHead martin Co

3D Systems Corp

TuSimple Hold

Allocation

3.65%

2.83%

3.24%

Regional Exposure

On a long-term basis, the fund has significantly
outperformed the S&P 500 by huge margins of
almost more than 100% +, and given the
recent correction, it’s an ideal time to consider
this fund.

The risk involved in

innovation investment 

The market easily can be distracted by short-
term profit-booking, downtrends losing the
focus on disruptive technologies but ARKQ
believes in time arbitrage for such companies
which seek opportunity and growth over 3-5
years of time horizon.

New Addition/Increase

1.

2.

3.

Innovative technologies are developed to
displace existing technologies and create
new markets which sometimes fail to do
so.

Difficult to evaluate highly innovative new
companies due to the lack of competitors
in the early stage.

New innovative companies always
command higher valuations and PE looks
expensive due to their cash-burning
strategies in their early stage.

Investor Suitability

Suitable for high-risk investors looking to
participate in a new age innovation companies
backed by technology and scientific research
to create new markets.
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Innovation ETF
ARKQ

Biggest Contributors/Detractors

Top 5 Stocks Bottom 5 Stocks

3D Systems corp

Alphabet INC-CL C

Tusimple Holdings INC - A

Raven Industries INC

Nvidia corp

BPs* BPs*

172

82

81

79

78

Vuzix corp

Komatsu LTD-SPONS ADR

Materialise NV-ADR

Virgin Galactic Holdings INC

Workhorse Group INC

-50

-63

-64

-66

-67

ARKQ

A basis point (BP) is a unit that is equal to 1/100th of 1%.

Disclaimer: There are risks involved with investing in Equities, including possible loss of money. Investments focused in a particular sector, such as technology, are subject to greater risk, and

are more greatly impacted by market volatility, than more diversified investments. The materials and data contained herein are provided to demonstrate how Kristal works and are provided for

information only. None of the materials and data shall be construed as: (i) an offer to sell securities; (ii) an offer to provide advice on securities. Kristal does not make any representation,

undertaking, warranty, guarantee, or other assurance as to the timeliness, completeness, correctness, reliability, or accuracy of the materials and data herein. Kristal and its affiliates accept no

liability or responsibility whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss and/or damages arising out of or in relation to any use of opinions, forecasts, materials and data contained herein or

otherwise arising in connection therewith.
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